We present the K-grid, a structure for storage 
Introduction
Artificial intelligence has been perhaps the most controversial computing discipline since its inception about half a century ago. It has attracted scientists from many diverse areas of study, such as computing, mathematics, linguistics, psychology, cognitive science, sociology, and philosophy. Although such a mix of seemingly unrelated disciplines could be considered unreasonable and dismissed as hype with little substance, it actually makes sense if we read the words of one of the fathers of AI.
"The old distinctions among emotion, reason, and aesthetics are like the earth, air, and fire of an ancient alchemy. We will need much better concepts than these for a working psychic chemistry." [1] , page 1.
Many of the original grand challenges of AI (as discussed in the foundational AI conference at Dartmouth [2] ) such as natural language processing and creativity are still open research areas with no foreseeable date of completion. Nevertheless, although AI has failed to deliver (yet) in some of its grand challenges, it is being making a plethora of small steps in the form of delivering embedded intelligence in myriads of applications, many of which we witness during our daily lives. Notwithstanding the most highly visible AI achievements (such as software that beats world-class chess players), less spectacular but, perhaps, more useful for the individual, intelligence is encountered in our every day lives. Suffices to consider, for example, typical word processing software (such as Microsoft Word) that adjusts its formatting style to a user's habits; or a washing machine (as many such models exist) that adjusts the duration and intensity of its washing cycle based on how much soiled the clothes are. Although, based on our modern understanding of things, many of us may dismiss any of the above examples -probably including the chess playing software, as nonintelligent, it would be prudent to consider that any of those automated services would have been thought of as intelligent just a few decades ago, and they would be considered equivalent to miraculous just a century ago. It is, perhaps, a coincidence (although the author believes otherwise) that about 15 years ago two new disciplines debuted almost concurrently. Ubiquitous computing [3] and Affective Computing [4] . The premise of the Ubiquitous Computing paradigm is "many computing devises per person" -as opposed to the traditional paradigm "many persons per computer", or the personal computing paradigm "one computer (PC) per person". The main premise of Affective Computing is the incorporation of affectively laden information (many times, this translates to emotionally laden information) into computers. Each of the two paradigms holds its own separate merits. We argue that combining the two would have potentially larger benefits. The ubiquitous computing paradigm would be better realized in the presence of affectively aware machines that take in account the affective state of a user and adjust their operation based on the user's individual behavioral patterns. And, visa versa, the affective computing paradigm would benefit in the presence of many, possibly customizable, computing devises (such as, for example, wearable computers) serving and/or assisting an individual. In this work we propose the K-grid, a structure for storage and retrieval of affectively laden knowledge. The K-grid can be used to store affectively laden knowledge collected from history and/or past experiences and then use this knowledge to make predictions and recommendations. A K-grid can be employed in almost any domain of knowledge, and this property makes it highly versatile and customizable to needs of individual users. As such, it fits the characteristics of what we might call a ubiquitous-affective computing structure. The proposed structure is inspired by Minsky's theory of memory and specifically a concept called K-lines [5] , [6] , [7] . The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses related background and serves as preparation for the description of the K-grid. Section 3 is the heart of this paper and describes the proposed structure, the K-grid. Section 4 outlines an algorithm for navigating the K-grid. Section 5 discusses previous related work. Section 6 is the conclusion and future research directions.
K-node structure and meaning
The founding idea on which we design the proposed structure, the K-grid, is M. Minsky's theory of memory [5] and especially a concept he named Klines [7] . The concept of K-lines was introduced in [7] and subsequently used and refined in [5] and [6] . Quoting from [7] Therefore, a K-line can be considered as a sequence of events or tasks that we learn how to perform during our experiences. Based on this concept, we define, for our purposes, a K-line as a sequence of K-nodes, connected chronologically. Each K-node represents an "experience" and the K-nodes are connected sequentially as successive experiences are being formed. In each of our K-nodes, we record two main things: the act performed at the corresponding timepoint, and the affective state of the agent that performed that act. The act is represented by the Cframe of Figure 1 -specifically, the cube-shaped icon labeled 'A'. The affective state is represented by the AV-frame in Figure 1 - As shown in Figure 1 , a K-node is a multi-frame structure consisting of 3 frames: the AV-frame, the Cframe, and the R-frame. A frame is an Artificial Intelligence-related structure introduced by Minsky [8] . As described in [8] , a frame can contain several placeholders, such as the 
AVV
is that the former is initialized for only a few K-nodes throughout the Kline collection, whereas the latter is initialized for all K-nodes throughout the K-line collection. Details are provided in the next section, along with the algorithm description for the formation of the K-lines and the Kgrid. The scale placeholder of the AV-frame is a vector of values. The values can be numeric (e.g., scale = < 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 >) or qualitative (e.g., < very low, low, medium, high, very high >) and their purpose is to serve as units of measurement of the intensity of each of the AVV attributes in the 
has intensity 4 in a scale from 1 to 10. The C-frame in Figure 1 is a sub-frame of the AV-frame (as indicated by the pointer emanating from the C-frame placeholder within the AV-frame). The C-frame contains 2 placeholders -the AEC placeholder and the R-frame placeholder. The AEC placeholder contains the address of an affectively laden entity (the "A" item that labels the cube icon in Figure 1 ). This entity can be an action (for example "open box with green label"), an event (for example, "window magnification completed"), an observation (e.g., "the car's speed was reduced by 10%"), or any entity whose existence depends on, or is influenced by the affective state represented by the init AVV and est AVV vectors. The main idea is that the AVV vectors and the AEC entity are related. Depending on the nature of the problem that is being tackled and the domain of knowledge and context under which the problem is tackled, the value of the AVV vectors may influence the value of the AEC entity and, visa versa, the value of the AEC entity may influence the value of the AVV vectors. The R-frame is a sub-frame of the C-frame, as indicated by the pointer emanating from the R-frame placeholder of the C-frame. The purpose of the R-frame is to determine a range of affective intensity values for which the AEC value A is appropriate to be experienced. In this context, experienced means that A is selected by the user, or retrieved by the system as a recommendation to the user, or any other co-notated access to item A. The criterion for A to be experienced is that the interval [minAVV, maxAVV] of affective intensity values specified by the minAVV and maxAVV values of the R-frame that corresponds to the C-frame pointing to 
where r is the size of the AVV vector, 
K-grid description
In this section we describe our method for forming the K-grid structure. The K-grid structure is a network of intersecting K-lines. Each K-line is a linked list of K-nodes. Each K-node has the structure described above (and shown in Figure 1 ). Next, we describe an algorithm to create K-lines. Our algorithm is comprised of 2 phases, Phase A and Phase B. During Step A.1. Form K-lines and initialize (some of) the init AVV values.
Step A.2. Initialize est AVV for all K-nodes.
Step A.1 of Algorithm A is performed through a process of data collection. During this step, the user selects the AEC to be performed (or, depending on the situation, the system records an action performed by the user) and for each such choice the system forms one K-node. The AEC entry of the C-frame of each formed K-node is also initialized with the user's selection. In addition, the init AVV entry of the AVframe of that K-node is also possibly initialized, by either probing the user for appropriate values, or by having the system assign init AVV values based on historical information for similar AEC entries, or by automatic acquisition of such values -depending, again, on the situation and the nature of the problem at hand. Algorithm A.A1, next, provides the details for step A.1. The algorithm is an adaptation of an algorithm we use in [11] to form K-lines for a song collection. In this paper we adapt our algorithm of [11] to the K-node structure used here. give the best possible scenario in terms of system fidelity but it is, unfortunately, prohibitively inefficient. Note, acquisition of the init AVV value often involves participation of the user, who is typically a human subject. This means that during the init AVV acquisition, the attention of the user is temporarily shifted away from the task at hand which is to select and execute the AEC component of the corresponding K-node. We consider such shifting of K-grid: A Structure for Storage and Retrieval of Affective Knowledge Anestis A. Toptsis attention to be prohibitively contaminating to the purity of the information recorded into the corresponding K-node; and, moreover, we consider the cognitive overload that results from such attentionshift to possibly cause a longer than acceptable cognitive context switch delay, which, as a result may adversely affect the quality of the K-line formation. Therefore, as a reasonable compromise, we choose to acquire the init AVV value only periodically during Algorithm A.A1. At the same time, we note that for instances of when the user selects a repeat-AEC (i.e., when during the formation of a K-node in a particular K-line the user selects an AEC that has been previously selected during the formation of an earlier K-line), it is prudent to acquire the init AVV at that point, even though the corresponding K-node may not be at the border of the system's preset frequency F. This is because for repeat-AEC's, we consider it helpful for the overall fidelity of the system to gauge the user's affective state during repeat-AEC's. By
the algorithm essentially attempts to receive a reassurance that the user's affective state at the present time is comparable to the user's affective state from an earlier time-point, as long as the same AEC is selected; or, if the user's affective state has changed significantly, then the algorithm can adjust its "belief" regarding what would be an "appropriate" affective state for executing the same AEC during different time-points. In any case, the init AVV value collected at K-line intersections is used in a special way (see Algorithm B, later in this section) to streamline the overall affective bias of the K-line collection and create the finalized form of the K-grid.
Step A.2. Note, due to the periodicity and the K-line intersection criterion in Algorithm A, not all K-nodes have their init AVV initialized during the execution of Algorithm A. This is done with an interpolation process, described in Algorithm A.A2, below. The interpolation process is automated, i.e., it does not require any user interference. , , A B C in (1) and (2) are determined by converting the following equations into a format that conforms to the traditional parabola expressions given by (1) and (2) . For a discussion of the properties of the parabola and other curves, see, for example, [9] .
For parabola (1), 
The two relevant midpoints in Figure 2 are the blue circular points inside the region defined by the intersection of ( )
Following the above process, we calculate , , 
, In this phase we amalgamate the K-line collection that resulted from Phase A into a graph, the K-grid. The main idea in the amalgamation process is to combine any two K-lines of phase A that have a Knode with the same AEC value into two intersecting K-lines that intersect at that K-node. By applying this strategy to all such occurrences of shared-AEC hosting K-nodes across the entire K-line collection that results from phase A, we end up with a graph, the K-grid. Note, any node which has more than two edges attached to it in the K-grid, is a node at the intersection of the corresponding K-lines; and that node is a Knode whose AEC field (in its C-frame) is the same for all occurrences of that K-node K in all K-lines that K appears upon completion of phase A. At the end of phase A, every K-node has associated with it one AVV (the 
repeat {
Step B1: Calculate the R-frame values minAVV and maxAVV for all K-nodes.
Step B2: Update the est AVV values of the AV-frame of all K-nodes. } until ( all R-frame values are "satisfactory" );
Note, in the 'until' condition of Algorithm B, "satisfactory" typically means that the R-frame values (minAVV and maxAVV) are very similar (or, same) over 2 successive iterations of the 'repeat' loop of Algorithm B. To achieve this end, progressively initialize the R-frame fields of the corresponding Knodes (i.e., the K-nodes at the intersection of K-lines) in such a way that the R-frame values of each K-node at any such intersection are the same for all such Knodes. Recall, the meaning of the R-frame is that an AEC of a K-node is appropriate for selection (for the purpose of either to be chosen by the user or to be suggested to a user for execution) if the user's AVV is within the range However, at the same time we face a consistency issue: the R-frame values minAVV and maxAVV across all K-nodes that have the same AEC in their C-frame, are different! Note, it is important that those R-frame values are the same for all K-nodes. This is because the minAVV and maxAVV values of each R-frame determine the acceptable range of affective values for which a specific AEC (as specified by the C-frame of the K-node that corresponds to that R-frame) is considered appropriate to be experienced. Therefore, if such R-frame values are not the same throughout the K-grid, then the K-grid will contain several K-nodes with the same AEC in their C-frame and yet with different ranges [ These are the R-frame values. Note, the AEC value A is appropriate if its AVV value falls within [minAVV, maxAVV]. However, according to the way that the K-lines have been formed, the appropriateness of A that happens to be owned by several different Knodes in the K-line collection may be ambiguous. This is because the intervals [ K , such that 1 K is one of the K-nodes in cluster C. |C| denotes the number of K-nodes in cluster C. We then set the cluster scale for cluster C similar to the scale field of the AV-frame of a K-node. The cluster scale is a range of AVV values. The difference between the cluster scale and the AV-frame scale is that, typically, the size of a cluster scale is smaller than Steps B.1 and B.2 of algorithm B are repeated until two successive iterations produce negligible changes in the R-frame values throughout the K-line collection. Upon satisfaction of this condition, the K-grid is considered to have been formed.
In the final formed K-grid, we have K-lines that intersect at K-nodes. The K-lines are the ones created during Algorithm A. The K-nodes are the ones created during Algorithm A and then modified and amalgamated into intersecting K-lines, as applicable, during Algorithm B. Hereafter, the nodes of the K-grid are referred to as G-nodes and are classified into two types, type I and type II. G-nodes of type I are Knodes that are not at intersections of K-lines. Each of those nodes is the corresponding K-node created using Algorithm A, with the addition that it has all its fields initialized (whereas at the end of Algorithm A each Knode has only the In Figure 3 , each of the squares inside a cluster is a typical K-node, i.e. a G-node of type I and all K-nodes point to the same AEC (cube). An intra-cluster-defaultwidth (ICDW) is associated with each of the clusters. The ICDW is calculated as described in Algorithm B, above.
K-grid navigation
Once a K-grid is formed, it can be navigated for the purpose of retrieving two types of information: affective type of information and instructive type of information. We define instructive information to be a recommendation of one or more AEC values, based on a given affective state Step 1. Get values for that G-node. The criteria for matching can be set per the user (or the system) to be "strong match" or "not so strong match", depending on how strict quality of retrieval is desired. A "strong match" could be defined as "all components of the R-frame vector are matched". A "not so strong match" could be defined as "some percentage of the R-frame vector components are matched". If the traversed G-node is of type II (i.e., have encountered intersection of K-lines), the situation is slightly more complicated. Note, there are r R-frame intervals in each R-frame (1) (
In this case we have to decide to which K-line to continue the traversal. We resolve this by following the K-line that produces the best match, based on the distance calculation for G-nodes of type II, described in step 2.
Previous related work
A simplified K-grid-like structure (with a different interpolation process, different K-node structure, and slightly different navigation mechanism from the one proposed here) has been used in our previous works for media affective handling. In [10] and [11] , we describe an algorithm for organizing song collections and generating playlists which are affected by and related to the emotional state of a user. In [12] and [13] , we use a K-grid like structure as part of an algorithm used to identify the most influential affective attributes that can be used among a large set of attributes, for building a certain type of affective computing system. The Knode structure is a simplified version of the structure proposed here, and the interpolation process used is also different. In [14] , a K-grid-like structure is employed as part of an algorithm whose purpose is to compare the impact of emotional versus physiological attributes when handling media content. The K-node structure used in [14] is different from the one used in the previous works and the interpolation process is different from the one proposed here. Other than the above works, to the best of our knowledge, there is no other reported research in which a K-grid-like structure is being used.
In a more general perspective, however, the K-grid can be considered as part of a larger class of systems typically known as decision making systems. Models of such systems have been described in early works by Simon and Lindblom ([15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , and [19] ). The most widely known and used in practice such model is probably the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), developed by Professor Saaty [20] , [21] . The AHP organizes the decision making process into a 3-layer hierarchy. At the top of the hierarchy is the goal, which is the decision to be made. The bottom layer (3 rd layer) contains the alternatives; these are the many possible solutions, one of which has to be selected. The alternative that is selected is deemed to be the best-fit for satisfying the goal node (at the top layer), among all other alternatives. The selection of the best-fitting alternative solution is made by checking which of the alternatives best conforms to a set of criteria. The set of criteria comprises the middle layer (2 nd layer) of the AHP model. Note, the middle layer (2 nd layer) of the AHP model may actually contain multiple levels, since each criterion of (the top level) of that layer may be broken down to sub-criteria and each sub-criterion may be broken down to sub-sub-criteria, etc. the decision making process involves soliciting the user's judgment about her preferences among the several presented alternatives of the bottom layer with respect to the criteria of the middle layer of the AHP hierarchy. Using the user's preferences -which in many occasions are highly subjective due to the nature of the criteria of the middle layer, the AHP uses a methodology known as pairwise comparisons (PWC) [22] , [23] , [24] , to associate numbers to the various criteria of the middle layer. Those numbers represent the perceived (by the user) significance of each criterion with respect to each of the available alternatives. Once those significance values are calculated, the AHP system recommends to the user the best alternative. This alternative is typically the one that is linked (in the AHP hierarchy) to the criterion whose significance value is the biggest, relative to the significance values of the other criteria. For example, assume that a user wants to buy a car and "cost" and "style" are the two criteria to be used in the AHP. If, based on the (subjective) feedback from the user during the AHP method, the calculated significance of "cost" is much higher than the calculated significance of "style", then the system considers "cost" to be more paramount than "style" for the upcoming car purchase for that user. As a result, the system will recommend a type of car which is perceived by the user to be more economical rather than more stylish. Where does the K-grid fit in this process? As is, the AHP method does not use any type of structure than can convey any affective knowledge. Instead, the AHP focuses on collecting from the user information of the type "given A and B, I prefer A to B", or "given A and B, I prefer A much more than I prefer B", and then employing the pairwise comparisons method to calculate relative significance values. The PWC method is regarded as highly reliable in converting comparative judgments (i.e., judgments of the type "given A and B, I prefer A much more than B") to absolute suitability values (i.e., to numbers that indicate the degree of significance of an item A among a series of items A, B, C, D, etc.). However, although the accuracy of the PWC method may be impeccable it, obviously, cannot guarantee the accuracy of the initial comparative judgments supplied by the user! Recall, the comparative judgments supplied by the user are subjective, i.e., "to the best of the user's understanding and individual preferences". We argue that this is "nice" (in the sense that an individual's opinions and preferences are taken in account), while at the same time it is most likely "not enough". Works like [25] and [26] point to the conclusion that an individual's preferences are highly unstable, and when an individual is under pressure (such as time pressure) the degree of instability in her choices and judgments can be so great [27] that those choices and judgments can be probably dismissed as either irrelevant or highly erratic. Therefore, although the AHP model is an excellent decision making mechanism, the quality of its recommendations may suffer due to its inherent reliance to human input that attempts to express "what people really want". We argue that the structure proposed in this paper -the K-grid, may provide a solution to this problem. We conjecture that even though a person may not be able to provide quickly a clear judgment/answer to a certain query/dilemma, he/she may do much better if historical information about judgments made with respect to similar queries/dilemmas in the past, is available and the person is reminded of actions taken (or, judgments made) during previous similar occasions. Note, such judgment calls could be the AEC components of the Knodes of a K-grid that is constructed for a corresponding criterion (of the 2 nd layer) of the AHP method, given several applicable alternatives (of the 2 nd layer) of the AHP hierarchy, for that criterion. We plan to formulate the specifics of the K-grid outlined above and present its architecture in a sequel paper. As a final note, we state that such a K-grid aims to augment and aid the decision making process of the AHP, rather than to replace the AHP method.
Conclusion
We presented the K-grid, a structure for storage and retrieval of affective knowledge. The proposed structure is inspired by Minsky's theory of memory and specifically from a concept called K-lines, introduced over 25 years ago. The K-grid is an Artificial intelligence-Cognitive Science based structure that can be used to capture affectively laden knowledge, based on activities and past experiences. The knowledge is recorded in special substructures (Knodes) which are initially linked sequentially, based on the chronological order of their creation, to form Klines. Then, an interpolation process is used to fill in missing parts of the K-nodes. Subsequently, a clustering mechanism is used to amalgamate the formed K-lines into a final structure, the K-grid. A navigation mechanism is also proposed, for extraction of information from the K-grid, once the K-grid is formed. In some of our recent works we used a simplified and customized form of a K-grid-like structure as part of our algorithms for various issues in the area of media handling. We hope that the structure proposed here will serve as inspiration for a tool appropriate to handle similar problems in different domains.
The main underlying premise of the K-grid is that it is a structure that can be used to store affectively laden knowledge collected from history and/or past experiences and then use this knowledge to make predictions and recommendations. The nature of predictions and/or recommendations can be bidirectional, i.e., either how a given affective state (as given by an AVV vector) can recommend a specific action (as given by the AEC field of the C-frame of a K-node), or, reversely, how a specific action can influence the affective state of an agent. Depending on the problem at hand, the retrieved information can be used for content assembly or for prediction of the viability of a certain action, or as a gauge of a potential affective induction of a behavior or activity. K-grid: A Structure for Storage and Retrieval of Affective Knowledge Anestis A. Toptsis
Our immediate future research plans include the following. (A) Provide a formulation of the bidirectional nature of the K-grid. Most likely, this formulation will arise from refining the navigation mechanism which is described in rather general terms in this paper. (B) Expand on the areas of research that the K-grid is applicable. In addition to our works so far in the area of media-related affective systems, we believe that the K-grid can be used in several diverse areas, such as medical diagnosis systems, systems that address specific environmental issues, psychocognitive systems that highlight and/or predict several types of unusual or destructive behavior, and systems that deal with computer and internet security issues. We are currently working in assembling such a list of problems. (C) Provide an experimental and an analytical proof of the convergence of Algorithm B of the K-grid formation. Specifically, show that the Rframe values come closer to each other (rather than diverging to values more far apart) over successive iterations of Algorithm B. Although past experimental evidence (e.g., in [11] ) indicates convergence, there is no formal proof of this proposition and, besides, the algorithm presented in this paper is different from the one in [11] . (D) Expand the K-grid structure with adaptive features. In its current format, the K-grid does not handle cases when the knowledge stored in the Kgrid changes while the K-grid is being used. It is worth investigating if the K-grid structure (including its formation and navigation algorithms) can be enhanced to handle dynamic affective knowledge. This is a desirable feature since, especially in affective systems, the "mood" of an agent can be influenced by the very act of performing some task and the resulting mood can be significantly different from the affective state that lead to, or dictated, the performance of that task. In such a case, continuing the traversal of the same K-line in the K-grid described in this paper could possibly result to no further retrieved actions, or result to faulty matching against the R-frame values.
